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Auditory activity plays an important role in the development of the auditory system. Decreased activity can result from conductive
hearing loss (CHL) associated with otitis media, which may lead to long-term perceptual deficits. The effects of CHL have been mainly
studied at later stages of the auditory pathway, but early stages remain less examined. However, changes in early stages could be
important because they would affect how information about sounds is conveyed to higher-order areas for further processing and
localization. We examined the effects of CHL at auditory nerve synapses onto bushy cells in the mouse anteroventral cochlear nucleus
following occlusion of the ear canal. These synapses, called endbulbs of Held, normally show strong depression in voltage-clamp record-
ings in brain slices. After 1 week of CHL, endbulbs showed even greater depression, reflecting higher release probability. We observed no
differences in quantal size between control and occluded mice. We confirmed these observations using mean-variance analysis and the
integration method, which also revealed that the number of release sites decreased after occlusion. Consistent with this, synaptic puncta
immunopositive for VGLUT1 decreased in area after occlusion. The level of depression and number of release sites both showed recovery
after returning to normal conditions. Finally, bushy cells fired fewer action potentials in response to evoked synaptic activity after
occlusion, likely because of increased depression and decreased input resistance. These effects appear to reflect a homeostatic, adaptive
response of auditory nerve synapses to reduced activity. These effects may have important implications for perceptual changes following
CHL.
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Introduction
Auditory experience can cause changes in nervous system func-
tion, which may have adaptive, but also pathological, impacts
(Kopp-Scheinpflug and Tempel, 2015). Processing disorders can

result from otitis media (OM), which is common during child-
hood (Holm and Kunze, 1969; Gravel et al., 2006). It has been
suggested that the primary risk factor is actually the degree of
conductive hearing loss (CHL), rather than status of OM itself
(Gravel and Wallace, 2000; Whitton and Polley, 2011). However,
it is not known how reduction in auditory activity causes deficits,
nor what the cellular origin of deficits is.

Most studies of the effects of CHL have focused on high-order
neurons, such as those in the inferior colliculus or auditory cortex
(Wang et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2007; Popescu and Polley, 2010; Take-
sian et al., 2010; de Villers-Sidani and Merzenich, 2011). However, it
is important to understand the effects of experience on early parts of
the auditory pathway because they could partially underlie changes
observed at later levels. Furthermore, changes in early cells and syn-
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Significance Statement

Normal hearing is important to everyday life, but abnormal auditory experience during development can lead to processing
disorders. For example, otitis media reduces sound to the ear, which can cause long-lasting deficits in language skills and verbal
production, but the location of the problem is unknown. Here, we show that occluding the ear causes synapses at the very first stage
of the auditory pathway to modify their properties, by decreasing in size and increasing the likelihood of releasing neurotrans-
mitter. This causes synapses to deplete faster, which reduces fidelity at central targets of the auditory nerve, which could affect
perception. Temporary hearing loss could cause similar changes at later stages of the auditory pathway, which could contribute to
disorders in behavior.
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apses could be magnified in downstream auditory processing, and
thereby lead to disorders in behavior.

One important early stage is the anteroventral cochlear nu-
cleus (AVCN). Within the AVCN, auditory nerve fibers termi-
nate on bushy cells (BCs), forming large and powerful synapses
called “endbulbs of Held” (Lorente de Nó, 1981; Ryugo and
Fekete, 1982). BCs relay precise timing information from the
auditory nerve to brain areas involved in sound localization
(Smith et al., 1993; Oertel, 1999; Cant and Benson, 2003).

Some studies have examined the effects of reduced activity on
endbulbs, by using strains of mice that are congenitally deaf, have
early-onset hearing loss, or carry mutations in proteins impor-
tant to cochlear or synaptic function (Oleskevich and Walmsley,
2002; Wang and Manis, 2005; Mendoza Schulz et al., 2014;
Wright et al., 2014). There is also extensive work studying multi-
ple deafening approaches in the chick (Tucci and Rubel, 1985;
Tucci et al., 1987; Kuba et al., 2010, 2014). These deafness models
have been linked to synaptic changes in release probability (Pr),
quantal size (Q), the size of the readily releasable pool of vesicles
(N), and general synaptic morphology, which is likely related to
N. Different models can have different results, which has made it
difficult to determine whether these changes are caused by audi-
tory nerve activity, by a direct effect of the mutated protein, or by
nonspecific differences in mouse strains on synaptic transmis-
sion. For example, age-related deafness led to decreased Q and Pr

(Wang and Manis, 2005), whereas mutation of the presynaptic
scaffold bassoon, which also causes hearing loss, resulted in in-
creased Q and Pr (Mendoza Schulz et al., 2014). Changes in Q are
suggestive of synaptic scaling, which is a well-established form of
activity-dependent homeostasis (O’Brien et al., 1998; Turrigiano
et al., 1998; Turrigiano and Nelson, 2004; Keck et al., 2013).
However, the opposite effects of these two manipulations on Pr

and Q are difficult to reconcile.
To address such issues, we used a milder and reversible ma-

nipulation to reduce auditory activity, bilateral occlusion of the
ear canal. We examined presynaptic and postsynaptic changes
after occlusion using electrophysiology and immunohistochem-
istry at endbulbs of Held. Endbulbs showed more depression
after occlusion, and partially recovered after returning to normal
conditions. There was no change in quantal size (Q), but a de-
crease in the number of release sites (N). In addition, occlusion
led to lower firing probability in BCs. These effects suggest the
existence of a homeostatic and adaptive mechanism to optimize
the efficiency of synapses during low activity. These effects may
be important for understanding how CHL induces changes at the
very first stage of the auditory system.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed with the approval of the University at
Buffalo’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Experimental
subjects were CBA/CaJ mice of either sex, ranging in age from postnatal
day 15 (P15) to P33.

Bilateral ear occlusion. Ears were bilaterally occluded by injecting a
small volume of silicone elastomer (Kwik-Cast, WPI) into the auditory
canal or by ligating the auditory canal at P14 (Popescu and Polley, 2010).
Mice were anesthetized with 200 mg/kg ketamine plus 10 mg/kg xylazine.
An incision was made beside the pinna, and a portion of the ear canal was
exposed and ligated with surgical silk (Harvard Apparatus). The incision
was closed using suturing and Vetbond. Mice were restored to their
home cages until brain slice electrophysiology recordings. In a subset of
mice, ears were ligated at P21 and the ligatures were removed at P24.

Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs). ABRs were recorded to assess
hearing thresholds after ear occlusion and after ear occlusion removal.
Mice were anesthetized with 200 mg/kg ketamine plus 10 mg/kg xylazine.

ABRs were recorded with a vertex electrode, an electrode inserted behind
the pinna ipsilateral to the stimulated ear, and a ground electrode in-
serted contralateral to the stimulated ear. Clicks (100 �s) were presented
through a speaker placed into the ear canal. ABR threshold was obtained
for each animal by reducing the stimulus intensity in 10 dB steps and then
5 dB steps to identify the lowest intensity that elicited a response. ABRs
were recorded in a sound-proof room with auditory-evoked response
averaging system controlled by TDT software (BioSig) (Sun et al., 2009).

Brain slice electrophysiology. Parasagittal slices of AVCN were cut from
the auditory brainstem of P15-P33 mice as described previously (Yang
and Xu-Friedman, 2008; Yang and Xu-Friedman, 2015). Briefly, slices
(142 �m) were cut in an ice-cold sucrose-based solution containing the
following (in mM): 76 NaCl, 75 sucrose, 25 NaHCO3, 25 glucose, 2.5 KCl,
1.25 NaH2PO4, 7 MgCl2, and 0.5 CaCl2. Then slices were transferred and
incubated at 30°C for 20 min in standard recording solution containing
the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4,
20 glucose, 1.5 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 4 Na-L-lactate, 2 Na-pyruvate, 0.4 Na-L-
ascorbate, bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2. Slices were then maintained at
room temperature until recording. Mean-variance analysis experiments
were conducted in different external calcium concentrations (Cae) by
replacing 1.5:1.0 CaCl2:MgCl2 with 3:0 or 1:1.5 CaCl2:MgCl2. Strychnine
(5 �M) was present during all recordings to block spontaneous glyciner-
gic IPSCs. TTX was not used because blocking action potentials is un-
necessary for measuring endbulb mEPSCs. Action potential-evoked
EPSCs are easily distinguished from spontaneous quantal release because
of the �10-fold difference in amplitude, and auditory nerve fibers do not
fire spikes without electrical stimulation. Thus, all small spontaneous
synaptic currents reflect quantal release.

BCs were patched under an Olympus BX51WI microscope with a
Multiclamp 700B (Molecular Devices) controlled by an ITC-18 interface
(Instrutech), driven by custom-written software (mafPC) running in
Igor (WaveMetrics). The bath was perfused at 3– 4 ml/min using a pump
(403U/VM2; Watson-Marlow), with saline running through an inline
heater to maintain the temperature at 34°C (SH-27B with TC-324B con-
troller; Warner Instruments).

Pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (OD: 1.5 mm, ID: 0.86
mm; Sutter Instruments) to a resistance of 1–2 M� and were filled with
internal solution containing the following (in mM): for voltage clamp, 35
CsF, 100 CsCl, 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES, and 1 QX-314; or for current clamp,
130 KMeSO3, 10 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 0.16 CaCl2, 0.5 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 2
Na2ATP, 0.4 NaGTP, and 14 Tris-CrPhos (pH 7.3, 305 mOsm).

For voltage-clamp experiments in Figures 2–5, BCs were held at �70
mV, with access resistance 5–15 M� compensated to 70%. Cells were
identified by EPSCs having rapid decay kinetics (� � 0.2 ms) and half-
width � 0.5 ms (Chanda and Xu-Friedman, 2010). For current-clamp
experiments in Figure 7, BCs were maintained at �60 mV and were
identified by their 1 to 2 undershooting spikes in response to depolariz-
ing current pulses (Wu and Oertel, 1984). Single fibers were stimulated
using a glass microelectrode placed 30 –50 �m away from the soma with
currents of 5–22 �A through a stimulus isolator (WPI, A360). Single or
paired pulses were applied every 10 s. Train stimuli were applied every
30 s. For the integration method, trains of 45 ESPCs were evoked, in the
presence of 1 mM kynurenate to prevent postsynaptic receptor desensiti-
zation and saturation.

Immunohistochemistry. Mice were anesthetized with 200 mg/kg ket-
amine and 10 mg/kg xylazine, then perfused transcardially with 0.9%
saline followed by 4% buffered PFA. Brains were removed and postfixed
(room temperature, 2 h) before cryoprotecting in 20% sucrose (4°C,
overnight). Sagittal sections were cut frozen at 50 �m thickness on a
sliding microtome (American Optical). Slices were treated with 0.5%
Triton X-100 in 0.2 M PBS for 10 min. The slices were then blocked in 1%
normal goat serum for 1 h at room temperature, washed three times in
0.2 M PBS solution, and incubated overnight at 4°C in primary antibody
solution containing the following: anti-VGLUT-1 (Invitrogen) at 1:500,
and 0.2 M PBS with 0.5% Triton X-100. The sections were then washed
three times in 0.2 M PBS with 0.5% Triton X-10 and incubated for 2 h
with 1:200 FITC-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody in 0.2 M PBS, 0.5%
Triton X-100. The sections were then mounted on glass slides using
Fluoromount G with DAPI (Southern Biotechnology).
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Confocal images were acquired using an Olympus confocal micro-
scope. All images were taken with similar settings for both control and
occlusion conditions. BCs were identified by clear labeling of VGLUT1-
positive puncta around the soma, and 3 or 4 well-separated BCs from
each mouse were chosen for analysis. BCs without recognizable puncta
would not be included in this analysis. All of the quantification was
performed blind to rearing conditions by randomly naming image files.
To quantify the average number and area of puncta, the optical section at
the midline of each cell was selected and Yen’s threshold algorithm (Yen
et al., 1995) plug-in in ImageJ was applied to identify puncta. The auto-
mated analyze particles command in ImageJ was used to scan the thresh-
old image and find the edges of puncta. Outlines of the particles were
verified against the original image to confirm the detection of puncta.
The puncta not belonging to the cell were excluded, and particles that
were part of one puncta were merged.

Data analysis. Average results are reported throughout as mean �
SEM. All statistical tests are unpaired Student’s t tests, except where
otherwise noted.

Results
Verifying ear occlusion and removal
To generate bilateral CHL, we occluded ears reversibly, using
either an earplug or ligature of the ear canal. We validated suc-
cessful ear occlusion and occlusion removal by measuring hear-
ing threshold with ABRs. In the example of Figure 1A (left), a
control mouse at P20 had a hearing threshold of 30 dB SPL. For a
mouse with ear canal ligated at P14, the threshold was 80 dB SPL
measured at P19 (Fig. 1A, middle), reflecting a decrease in sensi-
tivity of �50 dB SPL. In the example shown in Figure 1A (right),
the mouse was ligated at P21, then unligated at P24, and by P27,
the threshold recovered to 30 dB SPL, indicating that these shifts
were reversible. We found similar results in all ears tested. The
average threshold of control mice was 33.0 � 1.2 dB SPL (5 ears).

Following occlusion, threshold was signif-
icantly elevated to 80.0 � 1.1 dB SPL (8
ears; p � 0.01), and after removing occlu-
sion, threshold was back to 36.0 � 2.0 dB
SPL (7 ears; p � 0.28) (Fig. 1B). This in-
dicates that the methods to create oc-
cluded and recovered ears are valid and
reliable.

Occlusion affects endbulb function
We studied how bilateral occlusion affects
synaptic function by characterizing end-
bulbs in terms of release probability (Pr),
quantal size (Q), and number of release
sites (N). We first assessed Pr by quantify-
ing the level of synaptic depression. We
recorded pairs of EPSCs at different
intervals (	t) from BCs in whole-cell volt-
age clamp, and calculated the paired-
pulse ratio (PPR), which is the amplitude
of the second EPSC normalized to the first
(PPR � EPSC2/EPSC1). Endbulbs nor-
mally show depression (Fig. 2A, left) and
small PPR (Fig. 2B, open circles) at all in-
tervals, indicating they have high Pr. End-
bulbs from occluded mice showed even
stronger depression (Fig. 2A, right) and
smaller PPR (Fig. 2B, closed circles), indi-
cating they have higher Pr. We found sim-
ilar results across multiple recordings.
Average PPR for 	t � 3 ms was 0.50 �
0.03 (13 cells) in control mice versus

0.31 � 0.02 (22 cells) in occluded mice, which is significantly
lower (p � 0.01). PPRs at other intervals were also significantly
lower following occlusion (Fig. 2C; p � 0.05), indicating that
endbulbs had higher Pr after occlusion.

In theory, if all other synaptic properties remain equal, an
increase in Pr should lead to larger initial EPSCs. However, we
found that the amplitudes of first EPSC (EPSC1) in control versus
occluded mice were not significantly different (Fig. 2D; control:
28 cells; occlusion: 45 cells; p � 0.34, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
This indicates that other changes must be taking place to offset
the increase in Pr.

In addition, it is important to understand how quickly Pr

changes following occlusion. To address this, we occluded ears at
P14 (the onset of hearing) and assessed PPR for 	t � 3 ms start-
ing from P15 (Fig. 2E). We detected a significant decrease after 1
week of occlusion, starting from P21 (Fig. 2F).

Quantal size remains unchanged after occlusion
An important form of activity-dependent homeostasis is synaptic
scaling, in which decreased activity leads to an increase in Q
(O’Brien et al., 1998; Turrigiano et al., 1998; Turrigiano and Nel-
son, 2004; Keck et al., 2013). We tested for synaptic scaling in
endbulbs by recording spontaneous mEPSCs in voltage clamp
from occluded and control mice (Fig. 3A). The average frequency
and amplitude were calculated by recording 70 –250 mEPSCs
from each cell. Spontaneous mEPSC frequency in occluded mice
was similar to that in control mice (control: 12 cells; occlusion: 13
cells; p � 0.60, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Fig. 3B). Spontaneous
average mEPSC amplitudes in occluded mice were also similar to
those in control mice (control: 12 cells; occlusion: 13 cells; p �
0.56, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) (Fig. 3C). The mEPSC ampli-

Figure 1. Assessing hearing thresholds using ABRs before, during occlusion, and following recovery from occlusion. A, Repre-
sentative traces from a P20 control mouse (left), a P19 occluded mouse (middle), and a P27 recovered mouse (right). Traces were
evoked by click stimuli and were averages of 1024 trails. Thresholds are indicated by arrows. B, Average ABR thresholds for control
(5 ears), bilateral occlusion (8 ears), and recovery (7 ears). After occlusion, thresholds were significantly elevated by 48.0 � 1.6 dB
SPL ( p � 0.001). After recovery, thresholds were not significantly different compared with control ( p � 0.1).
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tudes were also analyzed by taking 100
mEPSCs from cells with sufficient num-
ber of mESPCs and merging into two
overall distributions for control versus oc-
cluded conditions. This approach also
showed no difference between control
and occluded mESPC amplitudes (con-
trol: 8 cells; occlusion: 6 cells; p � 0.12,
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Fig. 3D).
Thus, the mEPSCs were not affected by
occlusion, suggesting that synaptic scaling
does not occur under our conditions. In-
stead, a separate mechanism appears to be
involved in the changes we observed in
response to reduced activity.

Quantification of Pr, N, and Q
Our direct measurements of PPRs and
mEPSCs suggested that Pr increased and
Q did not change after CHL. To verify
these changes and also to quantify N, we
used mean-variance analysis and the inte-
gration method. Mean-variance analysis
is based on considering neurotransmitter
release as a binomial random process, so
the mean (�) and variance (�2) of the
EPSC amplitude are related according to
�2 � Q� � (�2/N), when Pr is varied by
changing external calcium concentrations
(Cae) (Silver, 2003; Foster and Regehr,
2004). We measured EPSC amplitude in
different Cae (1, 1.5, and 3 mM) in BCs
from control (Fig. 4A) and occluded mice
(Fig. 4C). Mean-variance plots were fitted
with the equation above to estimate N and
Q, and then Pr at normal Cae (1.5 mM)
could be calculated by Pr � EPSC/QN
(Fig. 4B,D). Figure 4 shows examples of a
control endbulb (Fig. 4A,B) and an oc-
cluded endbulb (Fig. 4C,D). We made
similar measurements in a number of
BCs, which indicated that after occlusion
N decreased significantly (Fig. 4E; control: 98 � 8, 9 cells; occlu-
sion: 70 � 9, 16 cells; p � 0.03), and Pr increased significantly
(Fig. 4F; control: 0.43 � 0.04, 9 cells; occlusion: 0.55 � 0.03, 16
cells; p � 0.03). No significant difference was detected between
control and occluded mice in Q (Fig. 4G; control: 124 � 12, 9
cells; occlusion: 151 � 15, 16 cells; p � 0.17).

In addition to the mean-variance analysis, we also used an
independent method based on long trains (Schneggenburger et
al., 1999; Thanawala and Regehr, 2013, 2016). EPSCs (100 Hz, 45
pulses) were evoked from control (Fig. 4H) and occluded BCs
(Fig. 4J), in the presence of 1 mM kynurenate to prevent postsyn-
aptic receptor desensitization and saturation. The EPSCs were
integrated, and the rate of vesicle recovery was estimated by a
straight-line fit to the last 20 pulses of the cumulative EPSC (Fig.
4 I,K). The y-intercept was proportional to N, and dividing the
first EPSC by N yields Pr. We did similar experiments in a number
of control and occluded BCs. The results indicated that N signif-
icantly decreased (Fig. 4L; control: 5.2 � 0.6 nA, 11 cells; occlu-
sion: 3.7 � 0.4 nA, 10 cells; p � 0.04) and Pr significantly
increased (Fig. 4M; control: 0.38 � 0.03, 11 cells; occlusion:
0.47 � 0.03, 10 cells; p � 0.04) after occlusion. Thus, both meth-

ods showed that occlusion led to increased Pr, and mean-variance
analysis also showed no change in Q, consistent with our mea-
surements of PPR and mEPSCs. In addition, both methods indi-
cated N decreased after ear occlusion, which may account for the
unchanged EPSC1 amplitude we observed in Figure 2D.

Recovery of Pr and N
We also tested whether the changes in Pr and N we observed in
Figure 4 recover after returning to normal sound conditions. We
found that, for ears ligated at very early ages (P14), it was difficult
to surgically reopen the ear canal. Therefore, for this set of exper-
iments, we ligated the ear canal at P21 and unligated at P24 (Fig.
5A). We first used the integration method to confirm that 3 d of
ligation was enough to affect N and Pr (Fig. 5A, “Occ”). We found
that, by P24, N decreased compared with age-matched controls
(Fig. 5A, “Ctrlearly”) (control: 5.5 � 0.7 nA, 10 cells; occlusion:
3.6 � 0.6 nA, 11 cells; p � 0.04; Fig. 5B) and Pr increased (control:
0.39 � 0.03, 10 cells; occlusion: 0.54 � 0.04, 11 cells; p � 0.009;
Fig. 5C). Then in another group of mice, we unligated at P24 and
assessed recovery of N and Pr after 1 week (Fig. 5A, “Rec”). In
these animals, N returned to near age-matched controls (Fig. 5A,

Figure 2. Pr at endbulbs increased after occlusion. A, Representative EPSC traces recorded from a BC in a P20 control mouse (left)
and in a P23 occluded mouse (right). Single auditory nerve fibers were stimulated in pairs with interpulse intervals from 3 to 20 ms.
B, Quantification of depression using PPR (EPSC2/EPSC1) for control (open circles) and occluded (closed circles) cells in A. C, Average
PPR for control (13 cells) and occlusion (22 cells) from mice aged P19 –P30. Occlusion induced greater depression at all intervals.
*p � 0.05. **p � 0.01. Markers are shown as mean � SEM. Some errors bars are obscured by markers. D, EPSC1 amplitude
distributions. There was no significant difference between control (28 cells) and occlusion (45 cells) (NS, p � 0.5, Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test). E, PPR at 3 ms interval for control (10 cells) and occluded (29 cells) endbulbs as a function of age from P15 to P29.
F, PPR as a function of age, averaged over �2 days from control and occluded mice. PPRs after occlusion were significantly smaller
starting at P21 (P15–P18: p � 0.3; P19 –P20: p � 0.15; P21–P22: p � 0.004; P23–P24: p � 0.01).
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“Ctrllate”) (control: 5.2 � 0.9 nA, 13 cells; recovery: 5.0 � 0.8 nA,
15 cells; p � 0.83; Fig. 5B) and Pr decreased toward control levels
(control: 0.37 � 0.05, 13 cells; recovery: 0.45 � 0.02, 15 cells; p �
0.13; Fig. 5C). Thus, Pr does show recovery after hearing is re-
stored, but recovery does not appear to be complete after 1 week,
while N seems to fully recover.

We were concerned that the mathematical analyses associated
with the integration method could introduce additional variabil-
ity into the estimate of Pr. Therefore, we also assessed recovery
using the PPR at 	t � 3 ms, which is very sensitive to changes in
Pr. PPR decreased significantly from 0.55 � 0.04 (Ctrlearly, 13
cells) to 0.41 � 0.03 (Occ, 10 cells) after 3 d of occlusion (p �
0.01), reflecting an increase in Pr. In another set of mice, we
occluded ears at P21 and unoccluded them at P24, then measured
PPR after P30. PPR in these animals was 0.55 � 0.04 (Rec, 9 cells),
which was significantly greater than the occluded cells (p � 0.03),
but not significantly different from PPR measured in mice after
P30 that were never occluded (Ctrllate, PPR � 0.53 � 0.04, 10
cells, p � 0.85). Thus, PPR appeared to recover completely after
occlusion was removed.

Endbulb structural changes after occlusion
The physiological experiments using mean-variance analysis and
the integration method indicated that ear occlusion caused a de-

crease in the number of release sites or vesicles (Fig. 4E,L). Deaf-
ening in mice and cats has been linked to changes in endbulb
structure (Limb and Ryugo, 2000; O’Neil et al., 2011; Connelly et
al., 2016), so we examined whether ear occlusion had similar
effects by using VGLUT1 immunohistochemistry, which labels
glutamatergic vesicles around multiple release sites (Lauer et al.,
2013; Ngodup et al., 2015). Figure 6A shows examples of
VGLUT1-labeled endbulbs from control (left) and occluded
mice (right), which contained strong punctate labeling sur-
rounding the BC somata. We quantified the number of puncta
around the cell body in single optical sections in the middle of the
cell. We used an automated detection and measurement algo-
rithm (Yen et al., 1995) in ImageJ and did the analysis blind to
treatment conditions. Figure 6B shows outlines of puncta around
the BC cell body from example control (Fig. 6B, left) and oc-
cluded (Fig. 6B, right) mice. We did the same analysis on multiple
cells from control and occluded mice. There was no significant
change in the number of puncta after occlusion (Fig. 6C; control:
12.3 � 1.1, 10 cells; occlusion: 12.8 � 0.9, 10 cells; p � 0.72). By
contrast, the average area of puncta shrank after occlusion (Fig.
6D; control: 2.6 � 0.3 �m 2, 10 cells; occlusion: 1.6 � 0.2 �m 2, 14
cells; p � 0.01). This indicates that endbulb structure changes
following occlusion and is consistent with the decrease in the
number of release sites found using mean-variance analysis and
the integration method.

Decreasing excitability of BCs after occlusion
In addition to synaptic properties, acoustic environment and ac-
tivity can also affect postsynaptic intrinsic properties, such as by
modulating channels (Song et al., 2005). We characterized the
intrinsic electrical properties in current-clamp recordings by in-
jecting current pulses into BCs from control and occluded mice.
As in control (Oertel, 1983), BCs from occluded mice fired one
undershooting action potential in response to depolarizing cur-
rent injection (Fig. 7A). There was no significant difference in
firing thresholds between BCs of control and occluded mice (Fig.
7B; control: �46.2 � 1.2 mV, 8 cells; occlusion: �46.6 � 0.7 mV,
24 cells; p � 0.77). We also used these data to characterize the
input resistance (Rin). Figure 7C shows the average membrane
voltage as a function of current injection for control and occluded
BCs. The shallower slope in Figure 7C indicated that Rin de-
creased after occlusion. We calculated Rin around resting mem-
brane potential (�60 mV), which was significantly higher in
control compared with occluded mice (Fig. 7D; control: 66.3 �
9.2 M�, 8 cells; occlusion: 38.8 � 6.7 M�, 24 cells; p � 0.017).
This may indicate that the expression level of potassium channels
at postsynaptic BCs increased following occlusion (Barnes-
Davies et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004).

The deeper depression and lower Rin would both be expected
to influence synaptically evoked spiking in BCs. We tested this by
stimulating a single auditory nerve fiber 20 times at 100 or 200
Hz. After occlusion, the BCs fired fewer action potentials at both
100 (Fig. 7E) and 200 Hz (Fig. 7F). We quantified firing proba-
bility during the second half of the train (pulses 11–20) when
EPSPs are near steady state. Firing probability was significantly
lower in occluded mice than in control mice at both 100 Hz (Fig.
7G; control: 0.84 � 0.10, 5 cells; occlusion: 0.39 � 0.12, 9 cells;
p � 0.013) and 200 Hz (Fig. 7H; control: 0.50 � 0.10, 5 cells;
occlusion: 0.12 � 0.05, 9 cells; p � 0.014). Therefore, it appears
that the excitability of BCs decreased following occlusion.

Figure 3. Q remained the same after occlusion. A, Representative spontaneous mEPSCs from
a control mouse (left) and an occluded mouse (right). Cumulative frequency plots of average
mEPSC frequency (B) and amplitude (C) from mice under control (13 cells) and occlusion (12
cells) condition. Occlusion had no significant effect on mEPSC amplitude ( p � 0.1,
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) or frequency ( p � 0.5, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) of mEPSC.
D, Cumulative frequency plots of 100 events total per cell under control (6 cells) and
occlusion (8 cells) conditions. No significant difference was observed between control and
occluded BCs ( p � 0.1, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
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Discussion
We have shown that CHL changes fundamental properties of
endbulbs and BCs in the AVCN. Pr increased after occlusion and
reverted when normal conditions were restored. Moreover, N
decreased, appearing to compensate for increased Pr to maintain
a constant EPSC1. Q remained constant in response to occlusion.
These results indicate that endbulbs respond homeostatically to
CHL, but not through synaptic scaling. These as well as intrinsic
changes in Rin led to decreased postsynaptic firing in BCs.

These cellular and synaptic changes appear to optimize cellu-
lar properties in response to reduced auditory activity. High Pr

causes synaptic depletion, but when the activity is low, there is
increased opportunity for recovery, so the consequences of high
Pr are minimal. By contrast, maintaining a large endbulb with
many unused vesicles may be inefficient. Therefore, dropping N
and raising Pr could make endbulbs more efficient when auditory
activity is low.

Consequences of CHL
These synaptic and cellular effects may have relevance for the
long-lasting effects of OM, which is common among young chil-
dren (Gates, 1996; Zhou et al., 2008). OM can have long-term

behavioral consequences, including shifts in sensitivity to inter-
aural level and timing differences and also in FM detection
thresholds (Thornton et al., 2012; Buran et al., 2014; Caras and
Sanes, 2015). However, the cellular basis is not well understood.
Our studies showed that Pr increased at endbulbs during CHL,
which may initially yield little change in spike fidelity at endbulbs
when activity is reduced. However, when normal hearing is re-
stored and activity increases, synaptic depletion could become
significant, which would reduce spike fidelity and possibly impair
perception.

Importantly, we observed changes at the start of the auditory
pathway, and similar mechanisms likely exist throughout the
pathway. These changes may have negative consequences, partic-
ularly if CHL resolves and the synapses do not recover accord-
ingly. Early CHL can engender susceptibility to audiogenic
seizures (Henry, 1967; Sun et al., 2011). In auditory cortex, pyra-
midal neurons and inhibitory synapses onto them were perma-
nently altered when CHL occurred before P18 (Mowery et al.,
2015), which may underlie changes in auditory behavior follow-
ing CHL (Popescu and Polley, 2010; Polley et al., 2013; Caras and
Sanes, 2015). We found that Pr at endbulbs largely recovered after
normal sound conditions were restored (Fig. 5), indicating that

Figure 4. Quantification of Pr, N, and Q. A, C, Example experiments showing effects of different Cae on EPSC amplitude over the course of the experiment from a control mouse (P22, A) and an
occluded mouse (P23, C). Lines above the points indicate the data that are used for analysis. B, D, Markers indicate variance versus EPSC amplitude for each Cae concentration from experiments in
A and C. Lines are fits to the equation � 2 � Q� � (� 2/N ), with N � 81 and Q � 108 in B, and N � 70 and Q � 90 in D. From these, Pr at 1.5 Cae is calculated to be 0.39 in B, and 0.64 in D. E–G,
Cumulative frequency plot of N (E), Pr (F ), and Q (G) from control mice (9 cells, black) and occluded mice (16 cells, red). After occlusion, N significantly decreased and Pr significantly increased ( p �
0.05). Q showed no significant changes ( p � 0.1). H, J, Representative long trains recordings in the presence of 1 mM kynurenate from a control mouse (H ) and an occluded mouse (J ) in response
to stimulation of a single AN fiber (100 Hz, 45 pulses). I, K, EPSC amplitude is integrated, and a fit is extrapolated back from the last 20 cumulative EPSCs to the y-axis to estimate N (straight line).
Pr is calculated by dividing the first EPSC by N. L, M, Quantification of N (L) and Pr (M ) using the integration method from control mice (11 cells) and occluded mice (10 cells). Occluded endbulbs
showed significantly smaller N (*p � 0.05) and higher Pr (*p � 0.05).
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endbulbs adapt to acoustic conditions even after early develop-
ment. Such flexibility may be needed because the auditory pe-
riphery continues to change throughout life (Schmiedt et al.,
1996; Skoe et al., 2015). Therefore, it may be useful to study the
cellular mechanisms underlying CHL-dependent changes in
endbulbs, to learn how to reverse nonadaptive changes at other
stages of the auditory pathway that impede normal processing.

It will also be important to establish how other synapses in the
auditory pathway are affected by CHL. This has been considered
at the calyx of Held in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body
using unilateral CHL. Calyces carrying information from the oc-
cluded ear showed no change in Pr, but calyces from the nonoc-
cluded ear showed reduced Pr (Grande et al., 2014). Also,
unilateral CHL led to changes in AMPAR expression (Wang et al.,
2011; Clarkson et al., 2016). Such receptor changes might affect
mEPSCs, but we observed no changes in mEPSC amplitude or
decay with bilateral occlusion. It is difficult to tell whether these

effects reflect a fundamentally different
underlying phenomenon or whether
changes in activity are more complicated
following unilateral occlusion, compared
with the bilateral occlusion.

We found that both juvenile and mature
synapses in mice were sensitive to CHL, sug-
gesting that human endbulbs could be too,
although there are significant differences
between the auditory systems of mice and
humans. To understand this better, it will be
important to investigate further the time
course and age dependence of recovery, as
well as the perceptual consequences.

Other models of hearing loss
Our results may relate to additional
models of reduced activity. For example,
mutations of bassoon, a presynaptic scaf-
folding protein, and otoferlin, the puta-
tive calcium sensor at hair cell synapses,
both reduced afferent activity and in-
creased Pr at endbulbs (Mendoza Schulz
et al., 2014; Wright et al., 2014), consistent
with our findings. Bassoon and otoferlin
mutations also led to larger Q, likely
reflecting homeostatic synaptic scaling
(Turrigiano et al., 1998; Keck et al., 2013),
which we did not observe after occlu-
sion (Figs. 3, 4). This may be because
ligation preserves much of ear function,
including spontaneous activity and re-
ceptivity to self-generated sounds. Mu-
tations of bassoon and otoferlin may
have had a more severe impact on audi-
tory activity, which could recruit addi-
tional homeostatic mechanisms, such as
synaptic scaling. This would imply that
there are multiple signaling pathways with
different thresholds for activity that in-
duce changes in Pr and N vs Q.

By contrast, early-onset hearing loss in
DBA mice led to smaller Pr and Q (Wang
and Manis, 2005), which is not consistent
with the effects we observed after occlu-
sion. To reconcile these findings, it will be

important to understand how cochlear degeneration affects
acoustically driven and spontaneous activity, as well as the
activity-dependent signaling pathways that regulate endbulb
properties.

Furthermore, many studies have examined how deafening af-
fects the avian auditory system using such manipulations as mid-
dle and inner ear damage (Tucci and Rubel, 1985; Tucci et al.,
1987; Harris and Rubel, 2006; Kuba et al., 2010, 2014). Such
manipulations have dramatic effects on cell structure and excit-
ability in the homologous nucleus magnocellularis. However, the
consequences for chick endbulb physiology are not well known.
It will be interesting to examine whether similar manipulations
have similar effects in mammalian and avian systems.

Quantification of N, Pr, and Q
We assessed synaptic parameters using mean-variance analysis
and the integration method. It is important to interpret the values

Figure 5. Recovery of Pr and N after returning to normal sound conditions. A, Experimental timeline for the 4 experimental
groups shown in B and C. One group of mice (Ctrlearly) were raised under normal sound conditions, and recordings were performed
around P24. The second group (Occ) were occluded at P21 until recording at P24. The third group (Rec) were ligated at P21,
unligated at P24, and recorded after P30. The fourth group (Ctrllate) were raised under normal sound conditions and recorded after
P30. Quantification of N (B) and Pr (C) using the integration method from Ctrlearly group (10 cells), Occ group (11 cells), Ctrllate group
(13 cells), and Rec group (15 cells), similar to Figure 4. D, Measurement of PPR at 	t � 3 ms for treatment groups in A. These
measurements were performed in the absence of kynurenate and were therefore done on separate cells from those shown in B and
C. Error bars indicate mean � SEM. Markers indicate individual BCs. *p � 0.05.
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of N, Pr, and Q appropriately. Endbulb AMPARs show significant
saturation (Chanda and Xu-Friedman, 2010), so for mean-
variance analysis, the synaptic parameters we measured in the
absence of a low-affinity antagonist likely relate to release sites
rather than individual vesicles. Our mean-variance estimate of N
in control was �100, which is on the same order as previous
estimates of the number of release sites (�126) and is smaller
than the estimated vesicle pool (�300) (Nicol and Walmsley,
2002; Mendoza Schulz et al., 2014). In addition, the estimate of Q
from mean-variance analysis (�120 pA) was larger than the
mEPSC measured in voltage clamp (�100 pA). This is consistent
with the mean-variance Q reflecting the average quantal size of an
entire release site, rather than the receptors activated by a single
mEPSC.

The integration method also yields quantitative estimates
of N and Pr, but these values must be interpreted differently.
Kynurenate was used in these experiments to prevent postsyn-
aptic receptor saturation, so the value of Pr should relate to
individual vesicles rather than release sites. Also, because
kynurenate blocks the majority of AMPA receptors, Q is diffi-
cult to measure and, therefore, N cannot be converted to the
number of releasable vesicles.

Bidirectional, experience-dependent, homeostatic
mechanism at endbulbs
The effects of occlusion at endbulbs are likely related to the effects
of exposure to constant noise (Ngodup et al., 2015). After
noise exposure, endbulbs decreased Pr and increased N, and BC
spiking was enhanced. Furthermore, neither occlusion nor noise-
exposure led to changes in EPSC1 or Q. In addition, Pr recovered
to near-normal after noise-exposure and occlusion ceased. These
parallels suggest that endbulbs optimize synaptic properties
over a wide range of sound conditions using a single activity-
dependent, homeostatic mechanism. This presynaptic mecha-
nism could be related to activity-dependent changes in Pr seen in

Figure 6. Endbulb structure changed after occlusion. A, Single optical sections of a
control (P31, left) mouse and an occluded (P31, right) mouse immunolabeled for VGLUT1
(green). Scale bar, 10 �m. B, Outlines of puncta for a control (left) and an occluded (right)
mouse shown in A. C, Number of puncta surrounding BCs for control mice (10 cells) and
occluded mice (10 cells). The number of puncta after occlusion was similar compared with
control mice ( p � 0.1). Error bars indicate mean � SEM. Circles indicate number of
puncta for individual BCs. D, Average area of puncta surrounding BCs for control mice (10
cells) and occluded mice (10 cells). Puncta significantly shrank after occlusion ( p � 0.05).
Error bars indicate mean � SEM. Line marks indicate average area of puncta for individual
BCs. *p � 0.05.

Figure 7. BC excitability decreased after occlusion. A, Representative current-clamp traces
recorded from a P20 control (left) mouse and a P23 occluded (right) mouse in response to
current injection. B, Spike thresholds for control (8 cells) and occluded (24 cells) mice. Open
circles represent raw data. Line markers indicate average results for control and occlusion. There
were no significant changes in threshold ( p � 0.5). C, Average plots of voltage versus injected
current from control (8 cells) and occluded (24 cells) mice. D, Input resistances (Rin) at �60 mV
for control and occluded mice. Rin significantly decreased after occlusion ( p � 0.05). Line
markers indicate mean � SEM. Open circles represent individual data points. E, F, Example
traces of current-clamp recordings of control BCs (left) and occluded BCs (right) in response to
fiber stimulation at 100 Hz (E) and 200 Hz (F ). Strip chart plots of firing probability for both 100
Hz (G) and 200 Hz (H ). Firing probability was calculated during the last 10 stimuli during the
trains. Spike fidelity decreased significantly after occlusion (*p � 0.05).
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hippocampal cell culture and the Drosophila neuromuscular
junction (Frank et al., 2006; Branco et al., 2008). However, in
those systems, changes take place within a few hours, which is
much faster than at endbulbs.

Postsynaptic effects by contrast do not appear to be subject to
a single mechanism. After occlusion, spike threshold remained
constant and Rin decreased, whereas after noise-rearing, spike
threshold decreased and Rin remained constant (Ngodup et al.,
2015). A change in spike threshold could arise from changes in
the axon initial segment (Grubb and Burrone, 2010; Kuba et al.,
2010). A change in Rin could occur through an increase in K
channel expression (Barnes-Davies et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2004).
Thus, changes in postsynaptic excitability may result from two
separate, activity-dependent mechanisms.

Accounting for normal variability in Pr

Our results may shed light on the regulation of Pr under normal
sound conditions. In vitro, the amount of depression among end-
bulbs varies considerably (Yang and Xu-Friedman, 2009), and in
vivo, auditory nerve fibers vary in their amount of activity (Kiang
and Watanabe, 1965; Liberman, 1978). Experience-dependent
changes of Pr may connect diversity in firing rate to Pr: low firing
rate fibers would have higher Pr, whereas high firing rate fibers
would have lower Pr. Spontaneous rate of auditory nerve fibers
has been linked to synaptic morphology (Ryugo and Rouiller,
1988), with high-rate fibers having larger and more intricate
structures. Furthermore, synaptic morphology correlates with Pr

at the calyx of Held (Grande and Wang, 2011). This mechanism
may also account for the fact that auditory nerve fibers that con-
verge on the same BC have similar Pr, but onto different BCs do
not (Yang and Xu-Friedman, 2009, 2012), because fibers with
similar firing rate appear to converge on the same BCs (Ryugo
and Sento, 1991). Finally, our results add more evidence that Pr is
functionally important, because it is difficult to understand why
Pr would change in different activity conditions if it were not.
Additional work will be needed to test how changes in Pr and N at
endbulbs support auditory processing.
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